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Professional Push Block
Professional nylon push block is designed for
pushing laminate and timber floor panels together.
The professional push block will reduce the risk of
any damage to the panels and it is designed for
every day use by professional floor fitters.

Solid Wood Floor
Fitting Kit
Unika Solid Wood Fitting Kit includes a
Professional Push Block – heavy duty for
pushing together timber floor panels,
Professional Pull Bar – heavy duty for fitting
panels around the perimeter of the room,
100 Spacers and PVA Spatula for
removing any unwanted glue.

Jigsaw Blades
Down cutting jigsaw blades for splinter free cuts in
laminate worktops and flooring
៉ Use on straight, fine cuts in
Hardwood
Softwood
Plywood
Laminate
Plastics
Suitable for cutting 4-30mm thickness.
៉ Suitable for AEG, Bosch, Dewalt, Hitachi,
Festool, Elu, Makita, Metabo & Atlas-Copco
Jigsaws
៉ Clean splinter free cut
៉ 75mm teeth length
៉ 2.5mm progressively spaced HCS ground and
taper ground teeth.

Floor Fitting Kit
- Suitable for ‘Click’
and Glued Flooring

Unika Floor Fitting Kit includes
a tough hammering block, 20
spacers, a PVA spatula and a
pull bar, necessary for the
perfect installation of laminate
and timber flooring.
Each kit is individually packed
with a hanging slot for display.

Tension Strap
Unika Tension Strap is
specially designed to ensure
several rows of floor panels at
a time are tight and in position.
We recommend that you use
3-4 Tension Straps on a
standard floor to guarantee no
open joints.

Professional
Pull Bar
Professional pull bar will
ensure the last floor panels
are tight and in position.
This heavy duty professional
pull bar is designed for
constant use on timber and
laminate flooring.

Mitre Snips
Mitre Snips are easy to use cutters for scotia and
door trims
Select the angle for your mitre on the guide, line
up and cut. Mitre Snips will cut 45° - 120°

Glues, Fillers & Repairs
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®

tip

To find the correct ColorFill to
match your flooring, use the
ColorFill database found on
the Unika website
www.unika.co.uk or call our
sales office.

®

ColorFill

Unika ColorFill is specifically designed to repair
laminate and melamine flooring simply and
effectively.

Blistercards are multilingual and can be printed
with the flooring company’s own logo etc.
dependent on minimum order quantities.

ColorFill is an easy to use self setting material
which requires no mixing. ColorFill is applied using
a spatula and is touch dry in one hour, after this it
is waterproof and resistant to all household
detergents and cleaners. If used properly ColorFill
provides a permanent repair.

The colours have been specifically developed to
match all popular flooring finishes and the range is
continually updated to keep up with the latest
trends.

ColorFill is available bulk packed, or in blisterpacks
which are very popular with flooring retailers.
ColorFill blisterpacks come with a 25g tube of
ColorFill repairer plus 20mls solvent cleaner
forming a kit which is suitable for sale to the
consumer.

fact

250+ colours
to suit all popular
laminate finishes

Unika manufactures over 250 colours as standard
and will exactly match your entire flooring range.
For the flooring installer a ColorFill fitters kit is
available which holds 20 colours plus solvent and
a soft edged stainless steel spatula. ColorFill fitters
kits contain only the colours you choose for
example your full range.

®

ColorSealant

®

Unika ColorSealant is a waterbased acrylic gap
filler and sealant designed specifically for the
installation of laminate and timber flooring.
ColorSealant is ideal for filling gaps between
flooring and walls or skirting boards and acts as an
expansion mechanism allowing the floor to expand
and contract. ColorSealant is also ideal for filling
general gaps where flooring planks are cut to fit
around difficult obstacles such as fireplaces,
doorways etc.
ColorSealant is available in a wide range of colours
designed to match the most popular laminate and
woodgrain finishes. The range is under constant
development to exactly match the latest in flooring
trends. ColorSealant is available to match your
entire flooring range.
Available in a 310ml cartridge ColorSealant is
waterproof once fully cured. It can be over painted
and lacquered when dry.

PVA D3 Adhesive
Unika PVA D3 is manufactured to EN204 (D3)
standards and has been tested by FIRA to these
standards.
PVA D3 has been specially formulated for tongue
and groove flooring, flows easily, dries clear and is
waterproof once dry.
PVA D3 is available in 500g bottles with a stepped
applicator.

Glues, Fillers & Repairs
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MultiFix Supa
Unika MultiFix Supa is an instant grab,
high strength adhesive specifically
designed to fix scotia, skirting, architrave
and dado rail to walls.
It has excellent adhesive and gap filling
properties and will work well on uneven
surfaces.
It is compatible with most building
materials including:

Use it to:
Fix batterns, window
sills, coving,
plasterboard, edge
strips, stair nosings,
wall and floor boards,
window frames,
partitions and repair
loose tiles.

Wood, plywood, hardboard, chipboard,
brick, concrete, stone, breeze block,
sandcement screeds, ceramics,
laminated plastic, rigid insulation (except
polystyrene), GRP and metal.

FloorBond
ClicSeal
Protects laminate floor joints from
water damage
ClicSeal is a joint sealer designed to protect the
core of ‘click’ flooring from moisture and water
damage. It will prevent joint swelling and opening.
ClicSeal can be used with all glueless flooring laminate and engineered wood floors and it is
ideal for kitchens, bathrooms and entrances.
ClicSeal does not have to be used on the whole
floor but can be used just in those areas where
water is likely to be splashed.
One tube of ClicSeal is sufficient for 10m² of
flooring.
®

fact

One tube of ClicSeal
is sufficient for 10m²
of flooring.

FloorBond is a solvent and water free wood floor
adhesive using the latest MS Polymer technology.
Water Free 100% means it can be stored frost free
for example over night in a van in winter. Solvent
Free 100% means it doesn’t need any special
disposal requirements by the fitter.
Floor Bond is free from isocyanates which means
it is a safer, greener product.
It has an EC-1 label which means it has very low
emissions and can be used anywhere.
FloorBond is a one component product which is
ready to use and requires no mixing or
preparation. Easy to apply with cartridge gun
It as a high final bond strength according to
EN14293 standards and remains permanently
elastic which is important for allowing the floor to
expand and contract. It is suitable for under floor
heating.

HDF Profiles
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Scotia, Skirting & Architrave
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HDF Floor Profiles
Unika HDF flooring profiles are designed
specifically for use with laminate flooring.
Manufactured using high grade HDF they are
covered with a very high wear continuous laminate.

fact

Unika offers three profile shapes to suit all laminate
flooring installation requirements:

Tough, high wear
laminate finish

Styles to suit all laminate flooring
applications

Threshold
Profile:
For use between two
laminate floors.
Available in 900mm
& 2700mm lengths.

Ramp
Profile:
For use between
laminate and
carpet/vinyl.
Available in 900mm
& 2700mm lengths.

End
Profile:
Used to bridge the
expansion gap
between laminate
floors and patio doors,
fireplaces etc.
Available in 2700mm
lengths..

Colour Range
Unika HDF Floor Profiles are available in a
range of twenty one wood finishes which
complement Unika’s skirting, architrave and
scotia mouldings. Unika HDF Floor Profiles
match the most popular laminate flooring
finishes and include: Merbau, Walnut, Dark
Cherry, Cherry, Oak, Light Oak,
Antique Oak, Harvest Oak, Rustic Oak, White
Oak, Natural Oak, Beech, Light Beech,
Maple, Birch, Red Alder, Wenge, Sand,
Anthracite, Cream and Chestnut.

Scotia
A range of scotia
designed to cover the
expansion gap between
the floor and skirting will
ensure a perfect finish to
all laminate floors.
Scotia is available in
2440mm lengths with a
radius of 15mm. Unika
scotia is manufactured
using foils to match the
most popular laminate
finishes. There are 21
colours in the range and
new designs are being
added on an ongoing
basis.

fact

Available in a
wide range of
colours

Installation
To fix an HDF Profile in place, simply:
1.

Measure and carefully cut the profile to
the correct length.

2.

Fix the plastic base channel to the floor
allowing 8/10mm from the laminate for
expansion.

3.

Carefully tap the profile into place.
All Unika HDF Floor Profiles are
individually shrink wrapped with a
descriptive label and packed in boxes
or tubes of 20 to make handling easy.
Punch and rivet fittings are
also supplied

Skirting & Architrave
This range has been designed to complement all
popular flooring finishes and also
exactly match in colour the Unika Scotia range.
Unika Skirting & Architrave is available in a range of
13 colours: Maple, Beech,
Light Beech, Oak, Cherry, Dark Cherry, Merbau
White Oak, Red Alder, Antique Oak,
Natural Oak, Wenge and White.
Unika Skirting is 115mm in
height and Architrave is
70mm in height.

Aluminium Profiles

fact

All Unika flooring profiles are
individually shrink wrapped with a
euro slot hanger.

Aluminium Profiles
are available in a
range of x6 finishes
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Profile A

Profile B

Profile F

Profile E

Profile L

Profile X - Self Adhesive

15mm
8mm
27.8mm

7-9mm

MAX
22mm

12mm

18mm

6.5mm
8-9mm

22mm
38mm

32 mm

8-9mm

24mm

4.8

1.5

38mm

27.8mm

30 mm

Laminate to Laminate
Profile 32mm

Laminate to Carpet or
Linoleum Profile 38mm

Stair Nosing for
Laminate

Edge Profile for
Flooring 7 to 9mm

Laminate to Carpet Zstyle Profile 27.8mm.

This profile will bridge
differences in height up to
6mm.

This profile will allow for
differences in height of
between 4mm to 15mm.

This profile is for two
laminate floors of similar
height.

Available in 90cm & 270cm
lengths.

This profile will bridge the
expansion gap between
laminate floors and patio
doors, fireplaces etc.

This profile is for laminate &
carpet up to 9 mm thick.

Available in 90cm & 270cm
lengths.

The stair nosing profile is
designed for use with
laminate floors which are
between 8 & 9mm thick. This
profile will work only on
square stairs.

Z -Style flexibility allows you to
join a wide range of floor levels.

It is suitable for differences
in height up to 9mm.

Available in 270cm lengths.

Available in 90cm lengths.

Colours: Gold, Silver, Bronze,
Beech, Oak, Maple.

Colours: Gold, Silver, Bronze,
Beech, Oak, Maple.

Colour: Gold.

Colours: Gold & Silver

Available in 100cm, 125cm &
250cm lengths.

Available in 90cm & 270cm
lengths.
Colours: Gold, Silver,
Bronze, Beech, Oak, Maple.

Colours: Gold, Silver,
Bronze.

Threshold Profile

Profile Y - Self Adhesive

Aluminium Floor Profiles
Unika Aluminium flooring profiles are designed for use exclusively with
laminate flooring. There are no face fixings so customer safety is
improved and a smooth finish is guaranteed.

Maple
Oak

fact

Unika floor profiles are extremely hard wearing and are manufactured
to the highest specifications. There are 7 profile shapes available.

Beech

7 profile shapes
accommodate
almost all
installation
requirements

Bronze

In addition to the standard silver and gold anodised finishes Unika
also offers a dark bronze, beech, oak and maple. The wood finishes
are manufactured using the latest foil technology and are extremely
hard wearing.
Unika wood profiles have a high tolerance to household cleaning
products and conform to DIN standards.

Manufactured to the
highest standards extremely
hardwearing

Gold

Silver

MAX 14mm
MAX
21mm

Ramp Profile
This profile is for two floors
of different height.
It is suitable for differences
in height up to 14mm.
Available in 90cm lengths.
Colours: Gold & Silver
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Cleaning

Solid Wood Products
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Easyshine

Unika solid wood floor
accessories are designed for
use on laminate and timber
flooring. Unika only uses
environmentally suitable timber
species in the manufacture of
these items.

Easyshine wood and laminate floor cleaner
enables you to clean wood (varnished) and
laminate floors safely, with no build up of
polish.
It is available in a 500ml spray and
is ready to use with no mixing or
diluting necessary. It dries to a sparkling
shine.

Made from solid wood in a
range of species they will
match popular floor finishes
and add the finishing touches
to your room enhancing the
natural beauty of your
hardwood or semi solid floor.

Solid Wood Profiles
Unika Solid Wood Floor Profiles are specifically
designed for use with wood veneer, solid wood
and engineered wood floors and are manufactured
to the highest quality standards.

EasyClean
Dual purpose mop
Unika EasyClean can be used on any type of floor
covering – wood, laminate, tiles, linoleum etc.
EasyClean enables a thorough wash without any risk of
damage. It will prevent excessive water on wood and
laminate floors, which can cause damage through joint
opening.
The cotton fibres remove dust and loose dirt and the
tough sponge strips when wet will give a thorough
clean.

fact

EasyClean mop is machine
washable and has a
telescopic handle and
quick release mop holder

Unika Solid Wood Floor Profiles can be used on
floors with a finished thickness of between 9mm
and 22mm.

fact

Beautifully made
to complement
your floor

Solid Wood
Profiles and Scotia

Solid Wood Products
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Threshold Profile

Unika offers seven
solid wood profiles
to suit all wood
flooring
requirements.

៉ For use between two floors of the same height.
៉ Available in 900mm and 2700mm lengths.

Ramp Profile

fact

Specially
designed for
easy installation

៉ To suit 13-17mm flooring
Threshold Profile

Ramp Profile
to suit 13-17mm flooring

៉ For use between wood floors and carpet
or vinyl.
៉ Available in 900mm and 2700mm lengths.

Range of Species

Installation

Ramp Profile

American White Oak (available in

To fix a solid wood profile in place, simply:

៉ To suit 18-22mm flooring

lacquered and unlacquered)

៉ For use between wood floors and carpet
or vinyl

European Oak (lacquered)

៉ Available in 900mm and 2700mm lengths.

Canadian Maple (lacquered)

Semi Ramp Profile
Ramp Profile
to suit 18-22mm flooring

៉ To suit 15-18mm flooring

Beech (lacquered)

៉ For use between wood floors and carpet

Kempas (Stained Tulipwood –

៉ Available in 900mm and 2700mm lengths.

lacquered)

2 in 1 Profile
Semi Ramp Profile

៉ Suitable for height differences up to 6mm

Dark Cherry (Stained Tulipwood –

៉ Use as a Threshold Profile and a
Semi-Ramp Profile.

lacquered)

៉ Available in 900mm and 2700mm lengths.

Edge Profile
2 in 1 Profile

៉ Use between wood floors and patio doors,
fireplaces etc.

Walnut (lacquered)
Walnut (Stained Tulipwood –

៉ Available in 2700mm lengths.

Carina Birch (Stained Tulipwood –

៉ Use on all flooring thicknesses.
៉ Use on square stairs.
៉ Available in 1000mm and 2700mm lengths.
Solid Wood Stair Nosing

lacquered)

៉ Use as a perimeter profile to cover the
expansion gap around the edge of your floor.
This would be an alternative to using scotia.

Solid Wood Stair Nosing

Edge Profile

Merbau (Stained Tulipwood –

lacquered)

lacquered)
Ash (lacquered)
All species are FAS grade

1
2
3

Measure and
carefully cut the
profile to length
Example shows
Edge Profile

Fix the plastic
base channel to
the floor.
Allow 15mm from the
wood for expansion.

Carefully tap the
profile into
place.

Screws and plug
fittings are also
supplied.

All Unika Solid Wood
Profiles are
individually shrink
wrapped with a
descriptive label and
packed into tubes of
10 to make handling
easy.

Solid Wood Products
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Solid Wood Scotia

Solid Wood Pipe Roses

To complement the floor profile range Unika offers a range of
Solid Wood Scotia designed to cover the expansion gap
between the floor and skirting. This will ensure a perfect finish to
all veneer, engineered and solid wood floors.

Unika solid wood pipe roses are designed to
cover unsightly expansion holes around pipes.
They are quick and easy to put together, two
dowels are included in each rose pack.

Solid Wood Scotia is available in 2.4 metre lengths with a radius
of 20mm. This radius is sufficient to cover the expansion gap set
by the majority of solid wood flooring manufacturers. Solid Wood
Scotia can be pinned or glued to skirting and is easily mitred.

Solid Wood pipe roses are available in 15mm
diameter.

Produced from the same timber used in the profile range, Solid
Wood Scotia is available in the following species:

tip

For the perfect finish, cover expansion
gaps with solid wood scotia

Range of Species
American White Oak (available in
lacquered and unlacquered)

Pipe roses are available in the
following species:
Beech, Oak, Maple, Merbau, Cherry, Walnut, Birch,
Kempas, Antique Oak, Smoked Oak and White.

Solid Wood Wall & Floor
Door Stops
Unika Solid wood door stops are designed to
complement all hardwood and laminate flooring.
All door stops are easy to install and fittings are
provided.

European Oak (lacquered)
Canadian Maple (lacquered)
Beech (lacquered)

Door stops are available in a range of species to
suit Beech, Oak, Maple, Merbau and Cherry
flooring.

Kempas (Stained Tulipwood –
lacquered)
Dark Cherry (Stained Tulipwood –
lacquered)
Merbau (Stained Tulipwood –
lacquered)
Walnut (lacquered)

Solid Wood
Skirting
Solid wood skirting is available
in American White Oak
lacquered and unlacquered.

Skirting Size:
៉ 120mm x 20mm x 2400mm
Please note timber is a natural
product and may contain
some defects.

Walnut (Stained Tulipwood –
lacquered)
Carina Birch (Stained Tulipwood –
lacquered)
Ash (lacquered)

Solid Wood Door
Wedges
Solid Wood Door Wedges with cork
base are available in Beech, Oak,
Maple, Merbau & Cherry.

Accessories
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Contemporary Door
Stops
Unika’s Contemporary Door Stop range is
designed for use with all types of flooring. Floor
and Wall door stops are available in a range of
three finishes, Chrome, Stainless Steel and Brass.
All Door Stops are easy to install and fittings are
provided.

fact

All castors come
packed in 4’s with a
hanging slot for
display

Floor Protectors
Unika Floor protectors are hard wearing self
adhesive pads 6mm thick, designed for all types
of furniture, table legs, chairs etc. Floor Protectors
will reduce noise and prevent damage on laminate
and timber floors.
Floor protectors are available in four sizes: 17mm,
22mm, 28mm diameter also 120mm x 80mm
pads which can be cut to any size.

fact

Helps minimise
wear and tear
on your floor

Castor Cups

- Wooden, Plastic and Rubber
Castor Cups are designed to be used under
sofas, tables and all types of furniture.
Manufactured in hardwearing plastic with a cork
base or solid wood with a rubber base, they will
offer protection to any laminate and wood flooring.
Non slip rubber cups are available in 38mm and
44mm diameter and are designed for use under
washing machines and fridges.
All Castors come packed in 4’s with a hanging slot
for display.

Heating Pipe Roses
Unika plastic pipe roses are designed to
cover unsightly expansion holes around
pipes.
Heating pipe roses are 15mm diameter and
come in a range of plain colours to suit Red
Alder, Maple, Birch, Beech, Oak, Merbau,
Cherry and White.

Point of Sale Displays
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High profile product display stands

Unika offers a
range of display
stands which help
promote the
product at the point
of sale.

fact
Flooring Product
Display

Solid Wood Profile
and Scotia Display

Solid Wood Profile
Display

Aluminium Profile
Display

HDF Profile
Display

HDF Profile and
Scotia Display

Unika display
stands can be
individually
branded
according to
customer
requirements
depending on
the initial order
size.

Telephone: +44 (0) 191 259 0033 Fax: +44 (0) 191 257 4525
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